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RST BOXER SHORTS
TESTED BY: Martin
MILES: A lot
TIME: 3 years
PRICE: RRP £16.99 (3-pack)
WEB: www.rst-moto.com

Pants, boxers, briefs or commando, whatever your choice of
undergarment we’ve ALL got a favourite ‘go to’ pair. Luckily for me
I’ve got about 14 pairs of these RST boxers shorts so I never have to
choose between the uncomfortably tight pair or the really baggy pair.
While some would argue that’s excessive I love them and so does my
gentleman’s area: they’re soft, with good elastic and are well made
– so much so that I’ve only had to bin one pair so far. The whole

h and can now be purchased
so m

bunch has been going about three years and can now be purchased
in a plethora of new colours in a four-pack (£24.99) from Moto-Direct.

I’ve always had a bit of a thing about using
lids from Shoei’s sports range, in that I tend to
use the lid that’s one down from the top. The
flagship helmet over the past few years, the
X-Spirit range (including the recent X-Spirit III),
is an incredible piece of noggin engineering.
However, I’ve always found th t b t
as comfortable over long dista
such as the XR1000 and 1100
the latest ‘nearly best’ which
replaced those, the NXR – by
the best helmet I’ve ever wor

This one, replete with my u
custom design by Rich Art, I
received just a few weeks aft
my wee lad had been born an
he’s now over three and half y
old. So, really, this lid is comin
end of its useful life, given tha
should ideally change lids eve
years and most especially if it’s seen a lot of
use, which this has. I’ve used it nearly every
day over those three years, it’s been soaked
through a hundred times, been baked a lot
more, and is sporting its chips and scratches
with pride. The venting is beyond excellent,
so good in fact that shutting the vents when
raining is always a good call, although it

SHOEI NXR
TESTED BY: BJ
MILES: 20,000+
TIME: 3 years
PRICE: £369.99 (plain white)
WEB: www.shoeiassured.co.uk
TEL: N/A

oesn’t matter so much
the Pinlock always

keeps my visor clear. I have replaced the cheek
pads and the cranial padding once over that
time, as when something gets wet over and
over again, no amount of washing can get rid
of that manky smell. Plus, sticking in new
cheek pads is nearly like getting a brand new
lid all over again! The best part is the sound,
or lack of, as I hate wearing ear-plugs and with

the previous XR models you had to fit a
‘whisper strip’ to dull noises correctly.

Not so with the NXR. There wasn’t even
a strip available last time I checked; it’s so well
designed it doesn’t need one. While we await
the NXR II (or whatever it ends up being), I
will try an X-Spirit III to see what that is like.
However, I will likely end up coming back in
this direction because it’s a superb helmet
at what I think is a bargain price.
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Being 22, looking good on
a ride is definitely more
important than being
comfy – yet these slim
fit jeans from Bull-It do
both with ease. The fit is
absolutely superb and
even though I’m a short
arse they’re not too long,
which has an issue with my
last few sets of riding jeans.

They may be expensive but
not only are they made from
a brand new Covec One Skin
13oz Denim which is ten times
stronger than regular denim,
they come absolutely laden
with safety features including
Level II profile armour for the
thighs and knees and low
thermal conductivity, which
basically means if you end up
on your bum there’s a reduced
risk of friction burn.

They feel like a set of normal
jeans, have real pockets, come
with YKK zips and have a water
repellent finish… what more
could you want?

BULL-IT STEALTH 17 SLIM FIT JEANS
TESTED BY: Carl
MILES: 3,000
TIME: 6 months
PRICE: £249.99
WEB: www.oxfordproducts.com
TEL: N/A
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